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cloth, 3 x3 inches, which has been baked in the oven until al-
most scorched, or heated in the same way in a dry pan over the
llanu\ may be put over the navel wound, taking care that fingers
or anything else do not touch the navel or the surface of gauze
that is placed over it.
Some Irregularities, During the first week some babies—
perhaps 20 per cent—show a little jaundice. This is of no con-
sequence if it is not too extreme or does not last too long. Occa-
siona'ly babies' breasts secrete a little milky fluid, but in any
case the breasts should be let alone save for a protective dress-
ing, if necessary to absorb moisture. In about one case in twenty,
the female infant will have a slight menstrual discharge, but
this is of little consequence. All these irregular things should,
of course, be reported to the physician. If the baby does not
urinate in twelve hours, the physician should be notified.
Special Senses* at Birth, As to baby's special senses at
birth, touch and taste are already well developed. The eyes are
sensitive to light and the ears to sound. Baby can probably see
from the first, but it takes a few days for him to come to the
place where his growing intelligence helps him to recognize
what he sees. The difference between sleep and waking is not
very marked at this time, not until about the end of the first
week, and during these first few days—and, yes, weeks—baby
should always he considered as asleep; that is, kept quiet and
alone except for necessary attention. If he cries, that is only the
natural reflex necessary for his clevelopment, and is nothing to
worry about, that is, if his care is what it should be and his needs
ara regularly supplied.
Bed arid Clothing- Except as it is necessary for him to have
attention, he lies in his bed, his sensitive eyes protected from
too extreme light and his body protected from drafts. While he
should be kept warm, it is better to have a carefully protected
hot water bottle at the foot of his bed than to have him weighed
down with too heavy a weight of bed clothing. His blankets,
well tucked in about him, are kept from pressing too heavily
upon his little feet by a roll of towel placed across the foot of
his bed This will serve to lift the blankets off his feet and will
prevent the hampering of his active muscles. Remember that

